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ABSTRACT There is now convincing evidence that the proteasome contributes to the generation of most of the peptides
presented by major histocompatibility complex class I molecules. Here we present a model-based kinetic analysis of fragment
patterns generated by the 20S proteasome from 20 to 40 residues long oligomeric substrates. The model consists of ordinary
first-order differential equations describing the time evolution of the average probabilities with which fragments can be
generated from a given initial substrate. First-order rate laws are used to describe the cleavage of peptide bonds and the
release of peptides from the interior of the proteasome to the external space. Numerical estimates for the 27 unknown model
parameters are determined across a set of five different proteins with known cleavage patterns. Testing the validity of the
model by a jack knife procedure, about 80% of the observed fragments can be correctly identified, whereas the abundance
of false-positive classifications is below 10%. From our theoretical approach, it is inferred that double-cleavage fragments of
length 7–13 are predominantly cut out in “C-N-order” in that the C-terminus is generated first. This is due to striking
differences in the further processing of the two fragments generated by the first cleavage. The upstream fragment exhibits
a pronounced tendency to escape from second cleavage as indicated by a large release rate and a monotone exponential
decline of peptide bond accessibility with increasing distance from the first scissile bond. In contrast, the release rate of the
downstream fragment is about four orders of magnitude lower and the accessibility of peptide bonds shows a sharp peak in
a distance of about nine residues from the first scissile bond. This finding strongly supports the idea that generation of
fragments with well-defined lengths is favored in that temporary immobilization of the downstream fragment after the first
cleavage renders it susceptible for a second cleavage.

INTRODUCTION

The proteasome is an intracellular multisubunit protease
that catalyzes selective proteolytic protein processing within
various cellular signal-transducing pathways, such as cell
cycle control, transcriptional regulation, and antigen presen-
tation (Ciechanover, 1994; Goldberg et al., 1995; Coux et
al., 1996). Hydrolytic cleavage of peptide bonds takes place
in the 20S core proteasome, a barrel-shaped protein com-
plex made up of four staggered rings each composed of 7
subunits. Recognition and unfolding of protein substrates
and their translocation into the 20S core complex is medi-
ated by regulatory protein complexes such as S11 and S19,
which, in vivo, may associate with one or both ends of the
20S core (for a recent review see e.g., Baumeister et al.,
1998). The function of the eukaryotic proteasome to serve
as supplier of epitopes presented by the major histocompat-
ibility complex (MHC) class I has greatly intensified exper-
imental work aimed at elucidating the structural and kinetic
basis for the high selectivity with which the proteasome cuts
out antigenic peptides from precursor proteins (Dick et al.,
1994; Eggers et al., 1995; Niedermann et al., 1995; Kuck-
elkorn et al., 1995; Ossendorp et al., 1996; Groettrup et al.,

1996). Nevertheless, a quantitative theoretical model to
account for the observed patterns of cleavage fragments is
still lacking. In vitro digests of model substrates by the 20S
proteasome have provided evidence that the cleavage pref-
erence for a given type of peptide bond depends upon the
amino acid motif in a larger sequence window around this
bond (Shimbara et al., 1997). Based on this finding, we have
recently developed a statistical approach to identify cleav-
age-determining amino acid motifs around the scissile bond
(Holzhütter et al., 1999). This approach has lead to the
establishment of a mathematical function that relates the
overall probability for the cleavage of a given peptide bond
to the generic side-chain properties “volume” and “transfer
energy” of the bond-flanking amino acid residues. How-
ever, knowledge of potential cleavage sites does not suffice
for the prediction of potential fragments. Fragment patterns
derived from in vitro digests (Ehring et al., 1995; Nieder-
mann et al., 1996; Theobald et al., 1998; Sijts et al., 2000)
have provided evidence that the number of major double-
cleavage fragments, i.e., those produced in amounts suffi-
cient for the identification as individual high performance
liquid chromatography (HPLC) fractions, is very small
compared with the number of double-cleavage fragments
that would result if all possible combinations of cleavage
sites were used with equal efficiency. This finding points to
the existence of constraints for the consecutive use of cleav-
age sites, in that cleavage of a peptide at any of the active
sites determines the extent with which the peptide bonds of
the two resulting successor fragments are accessible for
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further cleavage at a neighboring active site. In this paper,
we present a simplified kinetic scheme for the generation of
double-cleavage fragments by the 20S proteasome, which
explicitly takes into account such possible correlation’s
between the type and the spatial distance of the two peptide
bonds defining the fragment.

Kinetic model

The kinetics of fragment generation by the 20S proteasome
is considered as a stop-and-go process, i.e., a new substrate
molecule cannot be taken up before all degradation products
of the preceding substrate molecule have been released into
the extra-proteasomal space. This assumption avoids explic-
itly including binding competition into modeling. Further-
more, we restrict our analysis to those double-cleavage
fragments (DCFs) that are cut out from the initial substrate
by two immediate consecutive cleavages. In this case, there
are only two alternative routes of DCF generation depend-
ing on whether the C-terminus or the N-terminus is formed
first. This is illustrated in Fig. 1 where S1n �
{R1�R2�. . .�Rn} denotes the initial substrate and Sij [i � 1,
j � n] is an arbitrary double-cleavage fragment. Generation
of the DCF Si,j in C-N-order means that the first cleavage
occurs at the P1 residue in sequence position j. This results
in the formation of the terminal fragment Sj�1,N and the
so-called N-fragment (or downstream fragment) S1,j pos-
sessing already the C-terminus of the later DCF. Alterna-
tively, fragment generation in N-C-order means that the first
cleavage occurs at the P1 residue in sequence position i � 1
resulting in the formation of the terminal fragment S1,i�1

and the so-called C-fragment (or upstream fragment) Si,N

possessing already the N-terminus of the later DCF.

To establish kinetic equations associated with the reac-
tion scheme in Fig. 1, we introduce the time-dependent
probabilities pi,j and p*i,j to observe the fragment Si,j at time
t either inside or outside the proteasome if the substrate S1,n

was taken up at zero time. Taking into account the release
of fragments into the extra-proteasomal space and neglect-
ing DCF formation by more than two cleavages, the time-
dependent evolution of pi,j and p*i,j is governed by the
following set of ordinary first-order differential equations:

d
dt

pi,j � ci�1�1, j�p1,j � cj�i, n�pi,n � ri,j pi,j

�i � 1, j � n	

(1)

d
dt

p1,j � cj�1, n�p1,n � �r1,j � �
k�1

j�1

ck�1, j��p1,j

�j � n	

(2)

d
dt

pi,n � ci�1�1, n�p1,n � �ri,n � �
k�i

n�1

ck�i, n��pi,n

�i � 1	

(3)

d
dt

p1,n � ��r1,n � �
k�1

n�1

ck�1, n��p1,n (4)

d
dt

p*i,j � ri,j pi,j �i � 1 · · · n, j � i · · · n	. (5)

FIGURE 1 Kinetic scheme for the generation of dou-
ble-cleavage fragments from an oligomeric precursor pro-
tein. The double-cleavage fragment Si,j �
{Ri�Ri�1�. . .�Rj} (j � i) is considered to be formed from
the initial substrate S1,n � {R1�R2�. . .�Rn} by two sub-
sequent cleavages. Depending on the order of these two
cleavages, one may distinguish between two cleavage
routes. C-N-order, The peptide bond Rj�Rj�1 is cleaved
first, resulting in formation of the terminal fragment Sj�1,n

and the intermediary N-fragment S1,j, which may yield the
DCF Si,j after second cleavage at Si�1,i; N-C-order, The
peptide bond Ri�1�Ri is cleaved first, resulting in forma-
tion of the terminal fragment S1,i�1 and the intermediary
C-fragment Si,n, which may yield the DCF Si,j after second
cleavage at Rj�Rj�1. cj(i, k) denotes the rate for cleavage
of fragment Si,k at peptide bond Rj�Rj�1 (i � j 
 k), r(i, k)
denotes the release rate of fragment Si,k.
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Here, cj(i, k) denotes the cleavage rate of peptide bond Rj�Rj�1

in fragment Si,k (i � j 
 k) and ri,j is the release rate for
fragment Si,j.

The equation system 1–5 has to be solved for the initial
conditions p1,n(t � 0) � 1, pi,j(t � 0) � 0 [i � 1, j � n]. The
homogeneous first-order differential Eq. 5 can be directly
integrated yielding

p1,n � exp���nt� (6)

whereby

�j � r1,j � �
k�1

j�1

ck�1, j� (7)

With p1,n given by expression 6, the equations 1–3 possess
the general form

dp

dt
� �

i

Ai exp��Bit� � qx, (8)

where the Ai and q are time-independent constants. For the
initial condition p(t � 0) � 0 the inhomogeneous differen-
tial Eq. 8 is solved by

p � �
i

Ai

q � Bi
�exp��Bit� � exp��qt�	. (9)

Thus the solution of Eqs. 2 and 3 read

p1,j �
cj�1, n�

�j � �n
�exp���nt� � exp���jt�	 (10)

and

pi,n �
ci�1�1, n�

	i � �n
�exp���nt� � exp��	it�	, (11)

where

	i � ri,n � �
k�i

n�1

ck�i, n� (12)

Inserting expressions 10 and 11 into Eq. 1 and again using
the general formula 9, we get

pi,j �
ci�1�1, j�cj�1, n�

�j � �n
�exp���nt� � exp��ri,jt�

ri,j � �n

�
exp���jt� � exp��ri,jt�

ri,j � �j
�

�
cj�i, n�ci�1�1, n�

	i � �n
�exp���nt� � exp��r�i, j�t�

r�i, j� � �n

�
exp��	it� � exp��r�i, j�t�

r�i, j� � 	i
�. (13)

Finally, the probability p*i,j to find the double-cleavage
fragment Si,j in the external compartment is obtained by
direct integration of Eq. 5,

p*i,j � ri,j�
0

t

dt�pi,j�t��

�
ri,jci�1�1, j�cj�1, n�

�j � �n
�1 � exp���nt�

�n�ri,j � �n�

�
1 � exp��ri,jt�

ri,j�ri,j � �n�
�

1 � exp���jt�

�j�ri,j � �j�

�
1 � exp��ri,jt�

ri,j�ri,j � �j�
�

�
ri,jcj�i, n�ci�1�1, n�

	i � �n
�1 � exp���nt�

�n�ri,j � �n�

�
1 � exp��ri,jt�

ri,j�ri,j � �n�
�

1 � exp��	it�

	i�ri,j � 	i�

�
1 � exp��ri,jt�

ri,j�ri,j � 	i�
�. (14)

The observation times used in the in vitro digest experi-
ments range from 15 min to several hours and thus are
orders of magnitude larger than the characteristic times �j

�1,
	i

�1, and ri,j
�1 determining the time-dependence of p*i,j.

Therefore, we take in the following quasistationary limit
(t 3 �) of Eq. 14:

p̃*i,j � p̃*i4j � p̃*i3j, (15)

p̃*i4j and p̃*i3j are the quasistationary probabilities for the
generation of fragment Si,j in C-N-order or N-C-order:

p̃*i4j �
ci�1�1, j�cj�1, n�

�n�j
, (16)

p̃*i3j �
cj�i, n�ci�1�1, n�

�n	i
. (17)

According to Eqs. 16 and 17, the probability of cutting out
the double-cleavage fragment Si,j is high if (i) the cleavage
rates at the P1 residues Ri�1 and Rj yielding the N and C
terminus of the fragment are large, and (ii) the factors �j and
	i are small, i.e., the cleavage rates at all P1 residues except
those defining the two ends of the DCF must be small to
prevent degradation of the intermediary fragments S1,j and
Si,n to other fragments.

Evidently, the probability p*i,j to derive the double-cleav-
age fragment Si,j from the initial substrate S1,n equals the
amount of this fragment formed relative to the amount of
initial substrate utilized. To be identifiable in the experi-
ment, this amount of a peptide has to exceed the background
noise. In regression statistics, the common practice to relate
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binary yes-or-no events to the value of a continuous explan-
atory variable is to use a logistic-type function (Efron,
1975). Accordingly, we define the probability of a double-
cleavage fragment Si,j to be observable in a long-term di-
gestion experiment by

Pobsi,j �
1

1 � exp�pc � p̃*i,j�
, (18)

where pc  0 is a properly chosen cut-off value. A fragment
Si,j will be classified as observable when its observation
probability is larger than 0.5. In general, the cut-off value pc

will differ for various fragments because the retention time
in HPLC analysis and the average ion current in mass
spectrometry depend upon the specific side-chain properties
of the constituting amino acids. In this paper, we refrained
from a detailed consideration of sequence-dependent effects
on the experimental identification of fragments and instead
used a unique cut-off value for all proteolytic fragments.

The derivation of an empirical rate law for the cleavage
rates cj(i, k) is guided by the consideration that efficient
cleavage of the peptide bond Rj�Rj�1 in fragment Si,k is
determined by three factors: the accessibility, acj(i, k), of the
bond by an active site capable of cleaving it, the affinity,
afj(i, k), with which the fragment Si,k binds to this active
site, and the catalytic rate crj(i, k) with which the bond is
hydrolyzed. Hence, we put

cj��i, k� � acj�i, k�afj�i, k�crj�i, k�� (19)

with

acj�1, N� � 1, (20)

acj�1, k� � exp�� �k � j � LN�2

2
N
2 	, (21)

acj�k, N� � exp�� �j � k � LC�2

2
C
2 	, (22)

afj�i, k� � ��CPj�i, k� �
1
2	CPj�i, k�, (23)

crj�i, k� � cr�Rj� � crj. (24)

Assumption 20 means that all peptide bonds of the initial
substrate are accessible for an active site capable of cleaving
it. In contrast, one expects some restrictions for the acces-
sibility of the peptide bonds in the N- and C-fragment
because they have to move from the first active site to another
one before being released (cf. Fig. 2). These restrictions are
taken into account by expressions 21 and 22. The parameters
LC and LN represent optimal sequence separations between
consecutively used cleavage sites, i.e., P1 residues located in
the sequence positions j � k � LN and j � k � LC relative to
the P1 position k of the first scissile bond are those having the
shortest distance to the active site to be used next.

Affinity term 23 is given in terms of the so-called cleav-
age probability CPj(i, k) relating the probability for the
cleavage of the peptide bond Rj�Rj�1 in fragment Si,k to the
presence of certain amino acid motifs in the vicinity of the
scissile bond required for the attainment of a proper binding
conformation (Holzhütter et al., 1999). �(x) denotes the
unit-step function, i.e., �(x) � 1 if x � 0, �(x) � 0 if x 
 0,
because the parameters of the cleavage probability were
estimated on the basis of an evaluation scheme that classi-
fies the peptide bond as not amenable to hydrolysis (i.e.,
possessing zero affinity) if CPj(i, k) 
 0.5. The catalytic
rates defined through Eq. 24 are assumed to depend exclu-
sively on the type of the P1 residue and enter the model as
unknown constants.

Because structural data for the yeast 20S proteasome
suggest the export of fragments from the interior of the
proteasome to the outer space to proceed through narrow
openings, the rate equations for the release of the two
intermediate fragments formed after the first cleavage are
chosen in a size-dependent manner,

r�1, j� � rN exp���N�j � 1�	, (25)

r�i, n� � rC exp���C�n � i�	. (26)

rN and rC denote the maximal release rates (with which
single amino acids are being released) and the exponential
factors �N and �C determine how sensitive the release
depends upon the size of the fragment. The exponential rate
laws 25 and 26 are based on the intuition that, when thread-
ing a peptide through a narrow opening, each residue of the
peptide may potentially interact with the opening, thus
hampering the passage of the peptide with a certain proba-
bility (say p0). Accordingly, the probability for an uninter-
rupted passage of the peptide should decay with (1 � p0)n �
exp(��n) where � � 1/(1 � p0).

Numerical estimation of model parameters

The cleavage probabilities CPj(i, k) defining the affinities,
23, were taken from Holzhütter et al. (1999). Hence, the
kinetic proteasome model defined through the Eqs. 1–26 is
composed of 27 unknown parameters: cri[i � 1, . . . , 20],
rC, rN, �C, �N, LC, LN, and pc. Numerical estimates for these
parameters were obtained by least-square minimization,

�
i,j

�Pob si,j � Oi,j	
2 3 minimum!, (27)

where Pob si,j, defined by expression 18, is a continuous func-
tion in the range [0, 1] and Oi,j is a binary classification, i.e.,

Oi,j � �1 if fragment Si,j was identified

0 otherwise.
(28)

The sum in Eq. 27 runs over all fragments Si,j, which
generally can be generated from the five peptide substrates
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used in the in vitro experiments chosen as experimental
bases for the model fit (cf. Table 1). The total number of
terms in the square-sum, 27, was 2113 (� 72 fragments
observed, 2041 fragments not observed). Minimization was
carried out by a conjugated-gradient method using the soft-
ware package SIMFIT of Holzhütter and Colosimo (1990).

RESULTS

The numerical estimates of the model parameters are given
in Table 2. Because none of the observed double-cleavage
fragments was generated through cleavage at Gln or His, no
catalytic rate could be assessed for these two residues.

The value of the observation probability, Eq. 18, does not
change if the catalytic rates and the release rates rC and rN

are multiplied with an arbitrary nonzero factor. Therefore,

to arrive at absolute values for the rate constants, the addi-
tional side constraint  � NS0 was used where  is the
half-life time of substrate depletion reported for the exper-
iment, NS is the average number of substrate molecules
digested by a single proteasome, and 0 represents the
elementary turnover time for a single substrate molecule.
Because the probability for the substrate molecule to be still
unaffected by any cleavage after time t decays with
p1,N(t) � e��nt, we have put o � ln(2)/�n.

The catalytic rates for the various P1 residues differ by
several order of magnitude. The largest values (1 sec�1)
were obtained for Cys, Gly, Glu, and Trp, the smallest
values (
10�5 sec�1) for Ser, Ile, and Lys. There is a
statistically significant correlation (r � 0.6) between the
catalytic rate for a given P1 residue and the frequency with
which cleavage at this residue is involved in the generation

FIGURE 2 Differences in the accessibility of the peptide bonds of the single-cleavage intermediates to the second active center. Under the assumption
that the single-cleavage N-fragment S1,k exhibits a fully extended conformation during its formation at the first active site, the spatial distance �rj between
an arbitrary peptide bond Rj�Rj�1 and the second cleavage site (to be used next) obeys the relation

�rj
2 
 �ri

2 � �i � j�2�2, (I)

whereby �ri represents the shortest distance between the second active site and the intermediate (projecting onto the peptide bond Ri�Ri�1) and � is the
average C� � C� distance. The transition probability for the nearest peptide bond Ri�Ri�1 to reach the second active site within the time span  is given
by the solution of the radial-symmetric diffusion equation,

T�r�ri� �
1

4�D3/2 exp��
�ri

2

4D�, (II)

where D denotes the diffusion coefficient of the intermediate. Using relation (I), it follows that the transition probability for an arbitrary peptide bond,

T�r�rj� 
 exp��
�i � j�2�2

4D �T�r�ri�, (III)

decreases exponentially with squared sequence separation from the best accessible bond Ri�Ri�1. Equation (III) provides the heuristic basis for the
phenomenological expressions 21 and 22 whereby the parameter


2 �
D��

2�2 (IV)

is proportional to the diffusion coefficient and the mean transition time �� available for the passage of intermediary fragments from the first to the second
active site.
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of a double cleavage fragment (see fifth and sixth row of
Table 2). Only two P1 residues clearly fall outside this
correlation: Gly, for which our calculations yielded the
largest catalytic rate (crGly � 9.7 sec�1), whereas the rela-
tive frequency of double-cleavage fragments involving
cleavage at Gly is one of the lowest (3⁄8 � 0.38 DCFs
generated per Gly on the average); and Leu, which is most

frequently involved in DCF generation (34⁄15 � 2.3 DCFs
per Leu), whereas a surprisingly low catalytic rate (crLeu �
0.009 sec�1) was calculated for this residue.

The model parameters reveal significant differences in
the release kinetics and the bond accessibilities of the in-
termediary N- and C-fragments. The length dependency is
more pronounced for the N-fragment (�N � 0.76) than for
the C-fragment (�C � 0.22). Moreover, the release rate for
the C-fragments is about four orders larger than that for
N-fragments of equal length (rC/rN � 104).

Intriguingly, the accessibility of the peptide bonds in the
N-fragment shows a sharp peak around the sequence posi-
tion located at distance LN � 8.6 � 9 residues away from
the first scissile bond. In contrast, the accessibility of the
peptide bonds in the C-fragment decreases monotonously
with increasing distances from the first scissile bond (cf.
Fig. 5). A plausible explanation for these striking discrep-
ancies is that, after the first cleavage, the C-fragment moves
freely in a diffusion-like manner so that the likelihood for a
peptide bond of the C-fragment to become cleaved at the
same active site decreases with increasing distance from the
first scissile bond. In contrast, the very low release rate of
the N-fragment points to some fixation of this fragment
drastically hampering its free motion and thus rendering it
susceptible for a second cleavage at peptide bonds located

FIGURE 4 Average relative probability for the generation of a double-
cleavage fragment in C-N-order or N-C-order. The average probability that
a double-cleavage fragment of given size is formed in C-N-order (dark
bars) or N-C-order (light bars) were computed by averaging the relative
proportions p̃*i4j/(p̃*i4j � p̃*i3j) and p̃*i3j/(p̃*i4j � p̃*i3j) of stationary prob-
abilities 16 and 17 across all correctly predicted double-cleavage fragments
of identical size.

FIGURE 5 Accessibility of peptide bonds in the N- and C-fragment after
first cleavage. The shown accessibility profiles correspond to expressions
21 and 22 plotted with the model parameters given in Table 2. The
accessibility of peptide bonds in the N-fragment exhibits a shark peak
localized between sequence positions �13 . . . �7 counted downstream
relative to the sequence position of the first cleavage site (� C-terminus of
the N-fragment). In contrast, the accessibility of peptide bonds in the
C-fragment decreases monotonously with increasing distance from the first
cleavage position. Note that peptide bonds in the C-fragment located in
larger sequence separations (13 residues) from the first cleavage site are
significantly better accessible than those in the N-fragment. This accounts
for the finding illustrated in Fig. 4 that short (
7) and long (13)
fragments are predominantly cut out from the C-fragment.

FIGURE 3 Catalytic rates for peptide bond cleavage at various P1 res-
idues. The numerical values for the catalytic rates and their variances were
obtained by fitting the logistic expression 18 for the observation probability
to HPLC-based binary observations (� yes or no) on double-cleavage
formation for the five different in vitro digests given in Table I. The
variances (indicated by the vertical bars) were assessed from the five
different outcomes of the jack-knife procedure described in the main text.
For the two residues, Gln and His, no catalytic rate could be estimated
because of lacking experimental information.
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in a rather narrow sequence range of 7–13 residues relative
to the peptide bond cleaved first. The sharp localization of the
accessibility term for the N-fragment entails that double-cleav-
age fragments of lengths 7–13 are almost exclusively cut out in
C-N-order, whereas fragments outside this size range are
formed in N-C-order. This can be depicted from Fig. 4, show-
ing, for all correctly predicted DCFs (�66 out of 72), the
relative probabilities for the two alternative routes of DCF
generation as functions of the fragment length.

The goodness of the proposed model can be taken from
the 2 � 2 contingency tables in Table 1. Except for
OvaY51-71, the rates of both false-negatives and false-
positives remained below 10%. Hence, the model allows
reduction of the initial set of possible DCFs (cf. numbers in
the second row of Table 1) by about 90%, so that the
remaining subset of predicted DCFs still contains more than
90% of the actually observed ones. It should be emphasized
that the quality of DCF predictions made by the model can
be strongly influenced by wrong classifications of single
cleavage sites. This is the case for OvaY51-71, where the
remaining differences between observed and predicted ma-
jor DCFs are due to the fact that the two cleavage sites at
D18 and E21 were not correctly identified because of too low
values of the cleavage probabilities (0.1 and 0.03 with
respect to the initial substrate). Hence, the relatively low
prediction rate achieved for OvaY51-71 does not necessar-
ily compromise the proposed model, but rather indicates the

necessity to improve the identification of cleavage-deter-
mining peptide motifs.

To assess the goodness of the proposed model in future
applications, a jack-knife procedure was applied. To this
end, the estimation of the model parameters was performed
across reduced learning sets compiled by omitting one after
the other of the five data sets. Then the model was used to
predict the fragments observed in the experiment omitted
from the learning set. The jack-knife predictions can be
depicted from the lower 2 � 2 contingency tables in Table
1. The average rate of false negatives was slightly higher
(about 20%) and the rate of false positives still remained
below the 10% threshold. The variances of the model pa-
rameters derived from the five different jack-knife estimates
are shown in Table 2. A large variability of the catalytic rate
was only obtained for Arg. This might suggest larger dif-
ferences in the arginyl-specific activity among the protea-
some preparations used in the five in vitro experiments. It is
worthwhile to note that the structural parameters related to
the release kinetics and the accessibility of peptide bonds in
the N- and C-fragment exhibited very small variability.

We also applied the model to the fragment pattern of the
insulin B chain generated by a �-interferon-stimulated ver-
tebrate proteasome (see Table 3). The quality of the predic-
tions was of similar goodness as obtained for the constitu-
tive proteasomes used in the other five training experiments.
This finding suggests that the cleavage kinetics of the con-

TABLE 1 Observed and predicted DCFs for five different in vitro digests

Substrate HBVcAg* OvaY51-71* OvaY249-269* OvaY239-281* p53wtp*

Length 32 22 22 44 27
Maximal possible DCFs† 465 210 210 903 325
Observed cleavage sites‡ 21 15 13 23 10
Possible combinations of

cleavage sites§
210 105 78 253 45

Obs.
n � 17

Not Obs.
n � 448

Obs.
n � 12

Not Obs.
n � 198

Obs.
n � 10

Not Obs.
n � 200

Obs.
n � 25

Not Obs.
n � 878

Obs.
n � 8

Not Obs.
n � 317

Accuracy of DCF predictions based on the overall model parametrization (see Table 2)
Pobs  0.5 16 46 8 14 10 12 24 52 8 14
Pobs 
 0.5 1 402 4 184 0 188 1 826 0 303
% True pos./true neg. 94.1 89.7 66.7 92.9 100.0 94.0 96.0 94.1 100.0 95.6

Accuracy of DCF predictions based on jack-knife parametrizations
Pobs  0.5 15 48 7 14 10 12 18 42 7 14
Pobs 
 0.5 2 400 5 184 0 188 7 836 1 303
% True pos./true neg. 88.2 89.3 58.3 92.9 100.0 94.0 72.0 95.2 87.5 95.6

*HBVcAg, (Sijts et al., 2000) Synthetic 32-mer corresponding to HBVcAg131-162 and covering an MHC class I-presented hepatitis B virus CTL epitope
(STLPETTVVRR); OvaY51-71, (Niedermann et al., 1996) Synthetic 22-mer corresponding to the region 51–71 of ovalbumin and containing a marginally
immunogenic H-2Kb binding epitope (KVVRFDKL). Peptides were analyzed after a 6-hour digest; OvaY249-269, (Niedermann et al., 1996) Synthetic
22-mer corresponding to the region 249–269 of ovalbumin and containing the immunogenic H-2Kb binding epitope (SIINFEKL). Peptides were analyzed
after a 6-hour digest; OvaY239-281, (Niedermann et al., 1996) Synthetic 44-mer corresponding to the region 239–281 of ovalbumin and containing the
immunogenic H-2Kb binding epitope (SIINFEKL). Peptides were analyzed after a 1-hour digest; p53wt, (Theobald et al., 1998) Synthetic 27-mer
corresponding to the region 256–282 of the p53wt protein. Peptides were analyzed after a 24-hour digest.
†The maximal number of different double-cleavage fragments derivable from a protein substrate of length n equal to (n � 1)(n � 2)/2, being the number
of different pairings of peptide bonds.
‡In the experiment, a peptide bond was classified as cleavage site if at least one fragment was detectable in the digest whose C- or N-terminus resulted
from cleavage of this peptide bond.
§Number of different double-cleavage fragments in the case that all possible pairings of cleavage sites are used with equal efficiency.
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stitutive proteasome and the immuno proteasome share a
large portion of similarity. Hence the proposed model seems
to be well suited to provide reliable predictions of the major
cleavage products for both types of proteasomes.

DISCUSSION

This paper presents the first attempt to apply mathematical
modeling to the analysis of the kinetic mechanisms behind
the seemingly erratic pattern of proteolytic fragments gen-

erated by the vertebrate 20S proteasome from oligomeric
precursors. Considering the uncertainties inherent the ob-
served fragment patterns (e.g., analytical problems in the
detection of extremely polar or hydrophobic fragments,
destruction of initially formed DCFs in the further time
course of the experiment, or variations in the specific pro-
teasome activity among the various preparations), the model
is able to discriminate with reasonable precision between
major fractions of double-cleavage fragments associated
with distinct HPLC peaks and minor fractions generated in
amounts that are too low for individual peak separation. The
rate of correct DCF identification is about 80% and the rate
of true negatives is even about 90% as tested by jack-knife
computations.

For oligomeric substrates as considered in this paper,
detailed experimental information on their shuttling be-
tween extra- and intraproteasomal space and cleavage at the
distinct active sites is not available yet. Hence, the rate laws
of the model were chosen as simple as possible to retain a
tractable number of adjustable parameters. Some simplify-
ing assumptions have been made, which deserve closer
inspection:

1. The time course of fragment generation was treated as a
stop-and-go process where only a single substrate mol-
ecule was taken up by the proteasome, then degraded and

TABLE 2 Model parameters and relative involvement of P1 residues in the production of DCFs

Parameter Value Variability Range* Unit
Involved in DCF

Generation
Abundance
in Data Set

crCys 1.23E�01 3.655E-01 sec�1 3 : 2 � 1.50
crGly 9.70E�00 1.948E�00 sec�1 3 : 8 � 0.38
crGlu 4.16E�00 5.006E�00 sec�1 28 : 14 � 2.00
crTrp 1.48E�00 2.226E-02 sec�1 4 : 2 � 2.00
crAsp 5.73E-01 3.885E-01 sec�1 7 : 4 � 1.75
crThr 5.91E-02 4.572E-02 sec�1 8 : 9 � 0.89
crLeu 8.57E-03 3.000E-03 sec�1 34 : 15 � 2.27
crAsN 7.96E-03 3.866E-03 sec�1 5 : 7 � 0.71
crMet 6.45E-03 2.459E-03 sec�1 2 : 3 � 0.67
crTyr 2.88E-03 5.184E-04 sec�1 2 : 3 � 0.67
crArg 1.80E-03 1.773E-03 sec�1 10 : 13 � 0.77
crAla 1.61E-03 7.153E-04 sec�1 2 : 3 � 0.67
crPro 1.21E-03 8.882E-04 sec�1 6 : 8 � 0.75
crVal 1.15E-03 3.944E-04 sec�1 12 : 11 � 1.09
crPhe 5.11E-04 4.771E-04 sec�1 5 : 5 � 1.00
crIle 7.33E-06 1.963E-06 sec�1 7 : 8 � 0.88
crSer 3.86E-06 3.205E-06 sec�1 5 : 13 � 0.38
crLys 2.46E-03 1.026E-07 sec�1 1 : 6 � 0.17
crGlN ? sec�1 0 : 3 � 0.00
crHis ? sec�1 0 : 0 � ?
rC 3.83E�05 2.332E�04 sec�1

rN 2.31E�01 5.368E-02 sec�1

�C 0.220 0.043 residues�1

�N 0.764 0.033 residues�1


C 5.323 1.771 residues�2


N 0.783 0.048 residues�2

LC 0.000 0.000 residues
LN 8.692 0.719 residues

*The range of variability for the model parameters was assessed from the 5 parametrizations obtained in the jack-knife validation.

TABLE 3 Observed and predicted DCFs for the digest of the
insulin B chain

Length 30
Maximal possible DCFs 406
Observed cleavage sites 27
Possible combinations of cleavage sites 351

Obs.
117

Not Obs.
289

Pobs  0.5 96 44
Pobs 
 0.5 21 245
% True pos./true neg. 82.1 84.8

Observations on fragment generation were taken from Ehring et al., 1995.
Cleavage sites were identified after pooling of all peptide fragments
generated by IFN-�-stimulated T1 or T2 proteasomes after 4-hour
digestion.
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the degradation products entirely expelled before the
next substrate molecule could be taken up. Because the
	-chamber has a volume of about 84 nm3, it may ac-
commodate several hundreds of closely packed amino
acid residues so that a concomitant processing of several
oligomeric substrate molecules cannot be excluded. This
could give rise to a competition for the various active
sites, which was not taken into account in the model.
However, unless this competition is noncompetitive and
thus may lead to a permanent blockage of active sites,
one would expect the competition to cause a general
slow down of the turnover rate, which, in our approach,
can be compensated for by an appropriate choice of the
cut-off value in the observation probability.

2. The analysis was restricted to those double-cleavage
fragments that were cut out from the initial substrate by
only two subsequent cleavages. This restriction seems to
be justified by the fact that a ratio of about 1�10 was
established between the number of cuts and the length of
the protein substrate for both the archael and the mam-
malian proteasome (Kisselev et al., 1998, 1999).

3. It was presupposed (cf. Eq. 20) that all peptide bonds of
the initial substrate are accessible for an active site
capable of cleaving it. This assumption might be wrong
but was made because of absence of any experimental
information on how the substrate crawls through the
proteasome and which active site it passes first.

4. The accessibility of the peptide bond in the N- or C-
fragment was assumed to depend only upon its sequence
separation from the peptide bond cleaved first but not
upon the type of P1 residue involved in the second
cleavage and also not upon the amino acid composition of
the fragment, which may influence adoption of a more
extended or bent conformation. No distinction was made
between the cleavage-determining amino acid profiles con-
trolling the first and the second cleavage. This simplifica-
tion may indeed account for the relatively large group of
false positives: It is feasible that the active site performing
the second cleavage has no preference for the peptide bonds
located in the sequence positions 7–13 (for the N-fragment)
or 1–3 (for the C-fragment) away from the first scissile
bond or that attack of these peptide bonds is prevented by
the local conformation of the fragment. Further refinement
of the model, taking into consideration possible correlations
among P1 residues involved in the concerted cleavage of
fragments as well as folding properties of shorter peptides
inside the proteasome, is desirable but seems to be an
overloading of the mathematical theory at the current status
of experimental knowledge.

5. An exponential decay for the size dependency of the
release rate was chosen. Unfortunately, systematic stud-
ies on the effect of size, charge, and hydrophilicity on the
passive transport of peptides through protein pores are
not available in the literature. In a study on the paracel-
lular diffusion of peptides through caco-2 cell monolay-

ers, Pauletti et al. (1997) found a marked decrease of
permeability with increasing peptide length, whereas the
charge was of minor importance. Their data can be well
fitted with the exponential model (Eqs. 25 and 26) yield-
ing a decay constant of � � 0.2, which is very close to the
model value �c � 0.22 determined for the C-fragment.

6. The parametrization of the proposed kinetic model was
achieved by fitting to experimental data obtained in
long-term in vitro digests of model peptides. This al-
lowed for taking the stationary limit of the full time-
dependent solution (Eq. 14) and thus a considerable
simplification of the mathematical expressions. As
shown by Stein et al. (1996) for the hydrolysis of small
fluorogenic peptides, the short transient phase immedi-
ately after onset of the reaction can reveal interesting
details of the kinetic mechanism that cannot be observed
in the quasistationary reaction regime. For the kinetic
analysis of such presteady-state experiments the time-
dependent solution (Eq. 14) is relevant. Hitherto, how-
ever, short-term digests with oligopeptides or long pro-
tein substrates were not available.

Inspection of the model parameters reveals substantial
differences between the maximal cleavage rates for the
various P1 residues. These differences, together with the
accessibility profiles for the peptide bonds in the N- and
C-fragment, account for the fact that only about 10% of all
possible combinations of cleavage sites are actually used to
produce double cleavage in significant amounts.

According to the model, there should be fundamental
differences in the further processing of the N- and C-
fragment appearing as intermediates after the first cleavage
of the initial substrate. The C-fragment exhibits a very high
release rate that declines with increasing fragment lengths.
Thus only longer C-fragments (10 residues) can be kept
sufficiently long in the proteasome to undergo further cleav-
age. The accessibility profile for the peptide bonds of the
C-fragment (cf. Fig. 5) suggests that cleavage should pro-
ceed at the same active site that performed the first cleav-
age. The N-fragment possesses a four-orders-of-magnitude
lower release rate than the C-fragment. Hence the N-frag-
ment must be somehow kept in a resting state that prevents
its rapid diffusion away from the active site. One tempting
mechanistic explanation for this transitory immobilization
of the N-fragment is the formation of a covalent bond
between the carboxyl group of the scissile bond and the OH
group of the active Thr(1) (Groll et al., 1997). The acces-
sibility profile for the peptide bonds of the N-fragment
displays a sharp peak around the residue located in a se-
quence separation of LN � 9 residues away from the first
scissile bond. This finding seems to support the idea that the
preferred generation of fragment sizes between 7 and 13
residues is brought about by the concerted action of two
active sites located an appropriate spatial distance from each
other (Wenzel et al., 1994). Whether such a tandem arrange-
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ment of catalytic activities is indeed present in mammalian
proteasomes has to be clarified in future experiments.

Regarding the predictive capacity of the proposed model,
one has to bear in mind that no a priori knowledge about
cleavage sites was used because the identification of cleav-
age sites in a specific fragment was based on the affinity
term (Eq. 23) constituted by the so-called cleavage proba-
bility. Application of the model allowed for a 90% reduction
of the set of possible major double-cleavage fragments
comprising still 80% of the actually observed DCFs.

Finally, it has to be clearly stated that the proposed
kinetic model is confined to oligomeric substrates com-
posed of not more than about 40 residues. Substrates of this
length should be fully accommodated by the proteasome
prior digestion and thus are supposed to freely move to any
active site. This must not be true for long protein substrates,
as recently used in digests with the proteasomes of different
sources (Kisselev et al., 1998, 1999; Nussbaum et al., 1998;
Wang et al., 1999). We think that the extension and refinement
of the model to experimental data derived for longer substrates
and under more physiological situations (e.g., presence of the
19S regulator or ubiquitination of substrates) could be a prom-
ising strategy to better understanding the cleavage mechanisms
of the vertebrate proteasome in vivo and, in this way, to
establish a mathematical tool that allows screening of a given
protein sequence for possible epitopes.
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